
HOW TO WRITE A RAP SONG ABOUT ME

In a way, writing rap is not If you are struggling to write a rap song, then this wikiHow is for you. . Can you help me with
a starting point?.

Many rappers start writing the hook chorus first. So if you want to try this out, write from your senses. Please
keep your input family friendly. If you love hip-hop, already spend all day listening to it and yearning to be a
part of that world, here are a few pointers that will help you when it comes to how to write a rap song. We talk
about rewriting rap song stuff in a minute. Let your voice be heard, and get going on your next masterpiece.
Click thru beats until you get this feeling, then start writing. What do you want to become? Use the
brainstorming you did along with your chorus as a guide for what you are writing about and to build onto your
ideas. Feel free to give it several different takes with a number of different options. A really simple way to let
your emotions out is to make sure you pick a beat that resonates with you. Great rap writers do this often so
that they never run out of breath. Sure it sounded cool, but people would tune it out after a while. Well, not
really. The best way to do this is to say gibberish. If you want your lyrics to naturally flow better between
every 4 bars, use rhyme words to transition to the next bar. Switching up your flow or rhyme scheme every
four bars makes it a smoother transition. Some lyricists listen to a beat as they write to help keep their rhythm.
Avoid Passive Voice There is a really cool desktop app you can use called Hemingway App in order to find
out if you are using too much passive voice in your writing. Everything else is an unstressed syllable. Write
Lyrics On The Topic Of The Song Unless you are doing non topic heavy trap music your song should have a
theme and idea behind it that you want the listener to understand, connect with and feel. By far the easiest way
to do it. Record a song in one form, then do it another way.


